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ABSTRACT
Numerical tools are widely used to optimize designs of
latent heat storage systems as well as to control their operative
conditions and control strategies. Within this context, the aim
of the authors is to compare the performance of the different
available numerical methodologies, which are used to model
the phase change processes occurring in a high temperature
heat storage system. The models are based on different types of
discretization, use different methodologies to approach the
phase change, and are implemented in different software
platforms. Moreover, the numerical results are compared
against experimental data from a test facility consisting of a flat
plate latent heat storage tank with a measured PCM melting
temperature at 219.5°C. The comparison of the different
numerical methodologies presented in this research does not
only focus on the agreement against experimental data, but on
the computational cost, speed and convergence performance, as
well. The results indicated that all four models provide good
agreement in comparison to the experimental results. However,
they differ significantly regarding convergence behavior. While
a C-based model is recommended for simulation models with a
small number of elements and small time steps, the models
implemented in MATLAB perform better for simulation
models with a high number of elements and large time steps.

software packages (such as CFD codes). The use of the
different numerical platforms usually depends on the
boundaries and complexity of the problem and authors
expertise, however, there are no comparative studies between
them in terms of computational cost, accuracy and numerical
efficiency.
Moreover, there are several approaches to overcome
numerically the phase change process, in which there should be
highlighted enthalpy method [5], the effective heat capacity
method [6] and the source term method [7]. In addition,
different discretization schemes can be found to discretize the
domain of the solid-liquid phase change [8].
This research validates experimentally and compares the
performance of four models, with different numerical
platforms, phase change approaches and discretization schemes
against experimental data. The numerical efficiency, accuracy,
computational cost and convergence behaviour would be
analysed and compared between the four models describing a
solidification process within a flat plate storage system.
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The four models analysed in this research are validated and
compared against experimental data provided from a flat plate
heat storage set-up at DLR [9], shown in Figure 1.

INTRODUCTION
The phase change process within latent heat storage has
been subject of study during the last decades [1-3]. Analytical
solutions of the melting and solidification process require semiinfinite domains and specific boundary and initial conditions,
which suppose important simplifications from the analysed case
study. Within this context, numerical methods have been
identified as a suitable tool to optimize designs and control
strategies of latent heat storage systems [4]. There are several
numerical methodologies which have been used to study the
solid-liquid phase change phenomena, which can be found in
purpose-built codes for specific situations (using platforms such
as MATLAB or C compilers), or adaptations of commercial

The storage tank presents four PCM chambers separated by
channels through which the heat transfer fluid (HTF) flows
(Mobiltherm 603). The two inner PCM chambers are 80 mm
thick, while the other two have half of width. The purpose of
these two outer chambers is to minimize boundary effects on
the inner two chambers, were thermal evolution is measured
using Type K (Class 1) thermocouples. Moreover, the tank has
a height of 1010 mm and is well insulated. The used PCM is an
eutectic mixture of technical grade quality NaNO3 (46wt%) KNO3 (54wt%) with a measured phase change temperature of
219.5ºC.
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The effect oof natural convvection inside the melted reegion of
thee PCM is connsidered usingg an effective thermal conduuctivity
fuunction correlaating with the dimensionlesss Rayleigh num
mber in
alll used modelss. This approoach was deveeloped by Farrid and
Huusian [11] and is the samee for all exam
mined models,, which
maakes the resullts comparablle among eachh other. Moreeover, a
meelting range of 4K was considered inn all four annalysed
moodels, whichh are presentted and classsified in Figgure 4
acccording to the approach too model the pphase change aand the
ussed software.

Figu
ure 1 Experiimental set-upp of flat plate latent heat storrage
at DL
LR [9].
NUM
MERICAL ME
ETHOD
A discharge prrocess of 8 houurs of the flatt plate heat stoorage
systeem is simulateed using four different moddels. Symmettry is
used to reduce num
mber of elemeents to compuute inside of onne of
mal to HTF. Onn the
the innner PCM chaamber in the ddirection norm
otherr hand, no sym
mmetry can bee applied in thee direction of HTF
due to thermal gradient
g
of flluid through the channel. The
discrretized domainn is highlighteed in red in Figgure 2 and deffined
in Figure 3.
A
Adiabatic bouundary conditiions were appplied to top and
bottoom surfaces off channel, duee to use of insuulation. Moreoover,
the HTF
H
is not cconsidered in the model, aand constant heat
transsfer coefficientt of 200W/m2K was appliedd to the convective
interface between HTF and PCM
M. This value was supporteed by
expeerimental data [9].

Figure 3 Sketch of disccretised domaiin and boundaary
conditions [10]

f
Figure 4 Sketch of storrage tank and 22D-plane cut for
simulationn before applyying symmetryy condition [100]
The FDM-ennt-Mat uses a finite differennce method (FDM) to
discretise the doomain, and thhe phase changge is modelled using
thee enthalpy meethod which aallows the moodel to overcoome the
nuumerical prooblems relateed to consttant phase change
tem
mperature. Thhe model folloowed a fully implicit schem
me and
waas implementted in MATL
LAB R2012b, where Gausss-Seidel
iteeration schemee was used to solve the set oof linear equattions.

D-plane cut forr
Figure 2 Skketch of storage tank and 2D
simulation before applyingg symmetry coondition [10]
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O
On the other hand, the diiscretization oof the domaiin is
achieeved using a control
c
volumee based finite difference meethod
in thhe CVFDM-soour-Mat modeel. This modeel used the soource
term method, wherre the source term
t
is linearized which redduces
the itteration countts per time steep and leads too a fast and roobust
convvergence of itterative modeels. The lineaar equations were
solveed using the mldivide
m
functiion.
T
The FVM-eC-C
C used a fully implicit schem
me and discreetised
the ddomain with ffinite volume method. The phase changee was
modeelled by the efffective heat ccapacity methood, which reqquires
smalll time steps foor simulation; otherwise thee phase changee can
be ppartially skippped. The moddel uses Gauss-Seidel iterrative
methhod for solvinng the equatioons and was implemented
i
in C
progrramming lannguage, usingg the free-llicenced softtware
DevC
C++ 4.9.9.2.

Figure 5 Sketch of storrage tank and 22D-plane cut for
f
simulationn before applyying symmetryy condition [100]

F
Finally, the FV
VM-EC-CFX implemented tthe equivalent heat
capacity method uusing finite volume method in the commeercial
E version 15 w
within ANSYS
S.
packkage, CFX-PRE

Taable 1 Temperature deviattion and share inside uncertaainty
for all models annd measuring point
M
Model
FV
VM-eC-CFX
FV
VM-eC-C
FD
DM-enth-Mat
CV
VFDM-sour-M
Mat

T
The thermo-phhysical properrties of the uused materialss and
moree detailed desscription of thhe compared numerical moodels
can bbe found in Poointner et al. [110]
RES
SULTS AND DISCUSSION

Deviation (K)
1.16
1.13
1.11
1.07

Insside uncertaintty (%)
97.11
94.28
94.77
96.98

Coomputationall efficiency
In this sectioon, the compuutational efficiiency of the ddifferent
moodels is evaluuated and com
mpared under different messh sizes
annd time steps. T
The simulations of each moodel are carriedd out in
different CPU, hence in ordeer to be able to compare thhe time
full process, a scaled
reqquired to achhieve convergeence of the fu
tim
me is used wiith a scaling ffactor based oon a CPU bennchmark
[12]. Table 2 sshows the reqquired scaled time of eachh model
t
the
deepending on thhe number off elements. It can be seen that
moodel FVM-eC
C-CFX, whichh is the only oone implementted in a
coommercial pacckage, is the sllowest with all analysed num
mber of
eleements. On thhe other hand, FVM-eC-C iss the fastest model
m
in
alll cases, exceppt in case of hhighest numbeer of elements, where
CV
VFDM-sour-M
Mat is the fasttest due to thee use of the mldivide
m
M
Matlab function instead of using Gauss-Seidell after
linnearization of non-linear equuation.

dation of Num
merical Modeels
Valid
F
Four differentt sensors are used to meaasure the theermal
evoluution of the chharging and discharging
d
prrocess of the P
PCM
flat plate heat storage tank, as shown inn Figure 3. The
tempperature in the inner symmeetry axis (TC18 in Figure 3)) will
be uused for the vvalidation of the previoussly described four
modeels. Figure 5 sshows the therrmal evolutionn at this locatioon of
PCM
M, comparing tthe experimenntal (uncertainnty of ±2.65 K due
to acccuracy of sennsors and unccertainty due tto positioningg and
mateerial propertiess) and numeriical data. The validation proocess
show
ws a good agreeement in all aanalysed numeerical models.
F
Furthermore, T
Table 1 show
ws the average deviations from
expeerimental meaasurements at the 4 four loocations show
wn in
within uncertaainty
Figurre 3 and shaare of simulaation results w
intervval of each m
model. It can bbe seen that foour models beehave
simillarly in terms of validationns, having devviations aroundd 1K
and ppercentages innside uncertainnty levels arouund 95%. From
m the
smalll differences between moddels, FVM-eC
C-CFX showss the
higheest average deviation in comparison to experim
mental
meassurements (1.116 K), while F
FVM-eC-C iss the one withh less
perceentage inside the
t uncertaintyy levels (94.288%).

Taable 2 Scaledd time (s) of each model witth different nuumber
off elements
M
Model/Numberr
Ellements
FV
VM-eC-CFX
FV
VM-eC-C
FD
DM-enth-Mat
CV
VFDM-sour-M
Mat
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420

2100

10605

42420

1933
3
113
15

2277
13
163
28

3933
104
679
120

11228
4844
4257
622
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This section also analyses how the discretization in the time
domain affects the computational resources required by each
model. For this purposes, the two sets of simulations were
compared using the same mesh size (420 elements) but
different time steps (1 and 5 s). It can be noticed that the
CVFDM-sour-Mat has the highest potential for reducing its
computational time when increasing the time step.
Table 3 Scaled time (s) of each model with different time step
Model/Time step
FVM-eC-CFX
FVM-eC-C
FDM-enth-Mat
CVFDM-sour-Mat

Δt=1s
4248
3.8
162
63.5

Δt=5s
1933
2.7
113
14.6

Decrease (%)
54.5
27.9
30
77

CONCLUSION
This paper presents four different numerical models to
analyse the performance of a flat plate heat storage system
using PCM. The numerical models are experimentally validated
and their accuracy and computational efficiency are evaluated
and compared. The four models use different discretization
methods (FVM, CVFDM and FDM), approach for modelling
the phase change (enthalpy, equivalent heat capacity and source
method), solver method (Gauss-Seidel or linearization) and are
implemented in commercial software (ANSYS CFX) or coded
in MATLAB or C language.
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All the analysed numerical models showed good agreement
in comparison to the experimental data describing a discharge
process of a high temperature latent heat storage system.
However, different computational resources were required, also
depending on the mesh size and time step definition. The
required time to achieve convergence of the C-based model is
the lowest in all cases except when using an extra fine mesh
definition, on the other hand, the models implemented in
MATLAB are faster with this mesh since they can solve
equations systems efficiently. The model implemented in the
commercial software requires the highest computational effort
than Gauss-Seidel iterative methods, however, it shows high
potential of computational resources savings in case of
increasing the time step.
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